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Congratulations to our Youth Advocate Graduates!

Fresh Off The Press! The Majority of Texans Support Teaching
Quality Sex Ed in Schools
The Texas Campaign, in collaboration with Baselice & Associates, conducted a survey with
over 600 registered Texas voters and the results are amazing. Reporting on topics from
puberty to consent to contraceptive education, the poll surveyed attitudes before and after
participants received medically-accurate, science-based information. This poll could have
the power to tip the scales in the State Board of Education health TEKS revisions, ensuring
millions of students have access to the life skills incorporated in abstinence-plus sex ed.
Learn more by registering for TODAY's webinar here.

Healthy Futures Helped Pave the
Way for Sexual Health
Powerhouse Veronica Ray
Whitehead
When San Antonio native, Veronica Ray
Whitehouse learned that she and countless others
lacked the education necessary to manage their
health, she knew she had to take action. Her
internship with Healthy Futures served as a major
stepping stone to her career as an educator and
advocate. Learn more about her journey from
student, to intern, to Director of Programs at Dallas' sexual health alliance headquarters,
Ntarupt.

Big Decisions Team Supports Teachers Navigating Virtual
Facilitation
The Big Decisions Study Project Team has developed an initial response to school districts
requesting information on how to teach Big Decisions via distance learning. Led by Dr. Janet
Realini, the team has reviewed the Big Decisions lessons and developed recommendations
and materials to help districts and teachers in implementing Big Decisions online and via
take-home packets. This effort will enable us to continue serving school districts and
community organizations during COVID-19.

Stay tuned for more news on Big Decisions as the team works on finalizing the study by the
end of September.

BAE-B-SAFE's Gone Virtual!
With campuses and Healthy Futures headquarters
closed for safety, BAE-B-SAFE has continued
outreach to over 670 students by providing
programs and services - virtually! Since March,
more than 85 older teens have participated in the
web-based Seventeen Days program. The team is
now diligently working to convert the typically-in-
person SHARP session to a digital platform with
hopes of implementing by the end of June. Our
team is bringing creativity into programming -
keeping older teens engaged while meeting them

where they’re at… at home.

U.S. Supreme Court Considers ACA Contraception Coverage
Changes
The U.S. Supreme Court heard arguments this month regarding the 2017 rules that allow
broader exemptions for insurers and employers who have moral or religious objections to
providing contraceptive coverage. Keep yourself informed - read more about SCOTUS
advocacy here.
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